A dvance Praise
This important new study of the Civil War demonstrates that
while blockade running was indeed the “lifeline of the Confederacy,” the Union blockade and the capture of Confederate
ports choked that lifeline to a small fragment of the South’s
needed seaborne commerce and played a key role in eventual
Northern victory. Of special value is Gil Hahn’s analysis of the
naval war in the context of international law.
—James M. McPherson, author of War on the Waters:
The Union and Confederate Navies, 1861-1865
More than a century and a half after its close, the Civil War’s
naval story is still little known or appreciated, particularly
those clandestine adventures of the blockade runners that
dared everything to smuggle foreign goods and munitions into
the Confederacy, and the constant efforts of Union fleets trying to close that trade and starve the South. In Campaign for the
Confederate Coast, Gil Hahn presents a strong argument for the
centrality of this blockade war in determining the fate of the
Confederacy, and the nation.
—William C. Davis, author of The Greatest Fury:
The Battle of New Orleans and the Rebirth of America
In his Campaign for the Confederate Coast, Gil Hahn tackles all the
complicated legal, logistical, and strategic factors entailed in
the blockade imposed by the U.S. Navy on the Confederate
States of America. Hahn ably covers such varied topics as the
evolution of steam technology and ironclads, tactical developments in blockade-running, questions of supply, the effectiveness of Confederate efforts to counter a growing number of Federal ships, and the intricacies of international law.

Without getting bogged down in unnecessary detail, he skillfully summarizes the pertinent battles and campaigns, forgotten ships and international incidents, and the actions of
naval and army officers and their civilian superiors. In his final
pages, he reviews statistics and individual testimony to assess
the blockade’s role in the ultimate U.S. victory. This succinct
yet comprehensive volume deserves a place on the bookshelf
of every Civil War enthusiast.
—William W. Bergen, Independent Civil War
scholar based in Charlottesville, Virginia
Gil Hahn’s new survey of the Civil War on the Atlantic and
Gulf coasts is more than just the conventional account of the
U.S. Navy’s blockade of the Confederacy. It embraces ship and
weapons technology, coastal fortifications. charts and data on
coastal sailing vessels, even sailors’ rations. This is the single
best survey of the conflict for the Confederacy’s coastlines on
offer, and its conclusions will surprise both the skeptics and the
advocates of the blockade’s effectiveness.
—Allen C. Guelzo, Princeton University,
author of Gettysburg: The Last Invasion
Gil Hahn’s book gives a clear and concise account of the Federal Navy’s operations during the American Civil War and of
the Confederate government’s attempts to conduct trade and
counter the blockade. His work is among the best I’ve read at
explaining the details of nineteenth century naval campaigns,
particularly what it took to keep ships and their crews combat ready during complex and far-reaching missions. I highly
recommend Gil Hahn’s book to anyone looking to understand
the big picture of American Civil War naval operations.
—Lucas Clawson, Hagley Historian, Hagley Museum
and Library, Wilmington, Delaware
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1. A ims and M eans

A

t the end of the first major battle of the Civil War,
Confederate forces held the field near a creek called
Bull Run while Federal forces withdrew toward Washington
City, their retreat becoming ever more disordered until it
resembled a rout. The victory in the first major battle elated
the Confederates but dashed the hope many held that the war
would be short and decisive. Indeed, the historical record contains many statements by people on both sides lauding their own
side’s martial abilities, patriotic ardor and the rightness of their
political point of view and denigrating those of the opposing
side, culminating in the belief that a single, major battle would
end the war and resolve the political disputes that caused it.
Historical experience tells us that such beliefs were not well
informed, and, even if genuinely held, we must regard them as
the bravado of people in a state of pitched political excitement.
In the Confederate states, the excitement of the highly contested 1860 presidential election did not abate after the vote but
continued through the creation of the secession conventions,
the election of delegates, the conventions’ decisions to secede,
1
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the formation of a Confederate national government and
preparation for its defense by arms. In the states that remained
committed to the Union, an extended period of uncertainty
and confusion followed the presidential vote, but the flame of
patriotic determination blazed bright again with the news that
Confederate forces had fired upon Union-held Fort Sumter.
Their beliefs, accordingly, were based upon their hopes and
their feelings of righteousness rather than clear-eyed observations and rational analysis, and they failed to ask themselves the
question: what would we do if we lost the first great battle but
had the means to continue the war? That, in the first instance,
should have indicated how the other side would behave if the
circumstances were reversed.
In the aftermath of Bull Run, the New-York Daily Tribune
observed, under the headline “Disasters on the Road to
Victory,” that “panic, flight, disaster, and a certain proportion
of cowards, are to be looked for in all armies and all wars, and
that they furnish no presumption at all unfavorable to ultimate
success.” Suggesting that the Federals might obtain “ultimate
success” at that time reflected extraordinary optimism. The
Confederate states, having seceded from the Federal Union,
formed their own national government and an Army to sustain
their claim of independence. From the firing on Fort Sumter
to the victory at Bull Run, they showed both the intention and
the apparent capacity to remain independent.
In the context of the Civil War, “ultimate success” meant
something different to the Federals and the Confederates. For
the Federals, it meant extinguishing the Confederate claim
of independence and restoring the authority of the national
government formed under the Constitution. Confederate

independence depended upon the continued existence of the
Confederate Armies, so a Federal victory depended on the capture or destruction of every sizable element of the Confederate
Armies. For the Confederates, by contrast, victory meant survival rather than conquest—any outcome of the war that left
Confederate Armies in existence and capable of sustaining
Confederate independence was a Confederate victory.
At the time of President Lincoln’s inauguration, about
a month before the war began, Brevet Lieutenant General
Winfield Scott, general-in-chief of the United States Army,
presented four alternatives to the government. First, he suggested the adoption of proposed constitutional amendments,
known collectively as the Crittenden Compromise, that purported to protect the legal status of slavery. Second, the government could collect tariffs offshore from the ports of the
seceded states or close the ports and blockade them. Third,
he proposed invading and conquering the seceded states,
which he saw taking several years at great cost in human life.
He proposed that the fruits of military victory, if it could be
achieved, would be bitter and possibly fatal for the American
tradition of liberty: the prize, as he saw it, would be “fifteen
devastated provinces”—the emphasis was the general’s to distinguish them from co-equal states—that would be subject to
military occupation for generations, a circumstance that could
lead, in his view, to the eclipse of American democracy with
the rise of an emperor or a protector. Fourth, General Scott
suggested, “Say to the seceded sisters States—wayward sisters,
depart in peace!”
None of the suggestions could have been appealing to the
Lincoln government, which desired to curb the influence of
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slave power generally and to preserve the Union, but the range
of alternatives presented reflected the lack of a general consensus that existed in the non-seceding states during the period
between the onset of the secession crisis and the firing on Fort
Sumter. Indeed, General Scott’s fourth suggestion echoed
remarks made in Horace Greeley’s New-York Daily Tribune just
days after the 1860 elections:
And now, if the Cotton States consider the
value of the Union debatable, we maintain their
perfect right to discuss it. Nay: we hold, with
Jefferson, to the inalienable right of communities to alter or abolish forms of government that
have become oppressive or injurious; and, if the
Cotton States shall decide that they can do better
out of the Union than in it, we insist on letting
them go in peace. The right to secede may be a
revolutionary one, but it exists nevertheless; and
we do not see how one party can have a right to
do what another party has a right to prevent. . . .
We hope never to live in a republic, whereof one
section is pinned to the residue by bayonets.

insurgent States and bring them to terms with less bloodshed
than any other plans.” The strategy, which became known to
contemporaries and history as the Anaconda Plan, consisted
of a “strict blockade” of the Atlantic and Gulf Coasts coupled
with a drive down the Mississippi River to control its length
to the sea but otherwise did not contemplate an invasion of
the Confederate territory. Another Federal officer recalled
General Scott explaining the rationale of his plan as follows:
“you will thus cut off the luxuries to which the people are
accustomed; and when they feel this pressure, not having been
exasperated by attacks made on them within their respective
states, the Union spirit will reassert itself,” and he predicted
that within a year “all difficulties will be settled.” Invade the
South at any point, he continued, and in a year’s time “you will
be further from a settlement than you are now.” If we accept
that General Scott said something like this, several fundamental flaws prevent accepting General Scott’s strategy as a cogent
military analysis. Not the least of these was that, given the
existing technologies—and the uses being made of it—a “strict
blockade” could not shut off the access to the world that the
Confederates needed to sustain their Armies in defense of their
independence without the further step of capturing the principal Confederate ports. Although this fact might have been
suspected when the war began, in fairness it did not become
known with certainty until later.

The Tribune insisted, however, that the exercise of secession
had to be considered deliberately and approved by a general vote,
neither of which occurred in the wave of secessions that swept
through the cotton states. Such niceties became irrelevant when
Confederate forces fired upon Fort Sumter, which shifted the
mood of the North generally to militant defense of the Union.
After the war had begun, but prior to the debacle at Bull
Run, General Scott outlined a strategy “to envelope the
4

Immediately after the attack on Fort Sumter, the Federal
government declared a blockade of the Confederate coast,
5
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and the Federal Navy Department began taking steps to
build a Navy of sufficient size and strength both to enforce
the blockade and to assist with the prosecution of the war
along the coast and upon inland waters. Just after the Federal
defeat at Bull Run made a longer war a near certainty,
President Lincoln set down on paper a list of initial thoughts
about waging war over the longer term. He began, “Let the
plan for making the Blockade effective be pushed forward
with all possible despatch.”
The Federal blockade was not sufficient to achieve victory—
it could not capture or destroy the Confederate Armies—but
it was a necessary ingredient of the eventual Federal victory.
Then, as now, war was an industrial undertaking, requiring
vast quantities of supplies and weapons produced or collected
and moved great distances to maintain large armies in the field.
The Confederacy was largely an agrarian nation that produced
economic wealth but lacked the capacity to produce much of
the materiel its Armies required or to keep in repair the means
of transportation needed to move it. By the same token, maintaining commercial connection with international markets of
the world was not sufficient to assure a Confederate victory,
but it was necessary to sustain Confederate Armies in active
operations. The blockade impaired the Confederates’ ability
to convert their domestic economic resources into imported
materiel and supplies to sustain their war and their domestic
economy. If the Federals failed to mount the blockade or had
maintained it less rigorously, the Confederates might have
become more capable of resisting the Federal invasions, and
the Confederate population generally might have been less
burdened by the hardships of war, which could have prolonged

a military stalemate and led to a negotiated peace—meaning a
Confederate victory.
The ultimate Federal victory resulted from the war on land:
the constant growth of Federal forces, the progressive weakening of the Confederate military and economy, the elevation
of Ulysses S. Grant to command of the Federal Armies, and the
implementation of his strategy of constant engagement. The
success of General Sherman’s Atlanta campaign contributed
to President Lincoln’s reelection in 1864, which assured that
the Federal prosecution of the war would continue beyond the
end of his first term of office in March 1865 and thereby dashed
Confederate hopes of a negotiated peace with a post-Lincoln
Federal government.

6
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Only a small handful of events along the Confederate coast
rise to general notice in the standard narratives of the Civil
War. These include the captures of Port Royal, Fort Pulaski
and New Orleans; the first battle of the ironclads at Hampton
Roads; the failed ironclad attack on Charleston; and the captures of Fort Wagner, Mobile Bay and Fort Fisher. Although
dramatic, these events shed little light upon blockading,
blockade running, and the actions taken by the Confederates
to defend their major ports and encourage a continuation of
their international commerce. Monographs and unit histories
illuminate limited aspects of the war along the Confederate
coast, but they do not convey the complexity of the extended
struggle on the one hand to maintain—and on the other
hand to foreclose—the Confederates’ access to the world. To
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understand the conduct of the Civil War along the Confederate
coast, we need to examine the technology then available as
well as the intentions, resources and limitations of each of
the major participants—the Federals and the Confederates,
who were the combatants; the neutral nations, primarily the
British but also the French, who sought to advance their
national interests; and nationals and monied interests of the
neutral nations that sought to profit from the extraordinary
economic situation caused the by the Civil War. The purpose
is not to examine complexity for its own value but rather
understand the factors that made up the extended coexisting
combat and commercial environment. As is always the case in
war, the actions of each participant—belligerent and neutral
alike—shaped or had the potential to shape the environment
in which all of them contended.

The proposition that the blockade was essential to the eventual Federal victory rests upon the observation that the
Confederates lacked the means to convert their considerable
domestic resources into military and economic power; if the
Confederates had been able to do so, the blockade would have
been irrelevant. To appreciate the Confederates’ potential vulnerability to a blockade, we need to understand the resources
they had on hand at the start of the war, the productive potential of their agriculture and industry and the means available to
access the world market.
That the Federals had an advantage over the Confederates
in population and industrial capacity is true beyond question.

The total population of the contiguous states in 1860 totaled
30.7 million people of whom 62.8 percent lived in the Federal
states and 37.2 percent lived in the Confederate states—
roughly a third of the Confederate population were slaves.
White men of “military age”—between the ages of 18 and 45
years—would form the Armies, and in 1860 the Federal states
contained 3.9 million of these men (72.4 percent of the total),
and the Confederate states contained 1.5 million (27.6 percent).
As the Civil War began in 1861, neither Army accepted Black
men into the ranks, although both employed Black people as
noncombatant laborers. In 1863, after the issuance of the final
Emancipation Proclamation, the Federals began accepting
Black men into the Army, which increased their further manpower advantage. The Confederates did not begin discussing
the possibility of using Black men as soldiers until just before
the end of the war.
The 1860 census enumerated as “manufactures” the physical products of businesses that made sales of $500 or more
during the year ended June 30. The aggregate value of the
manufactures of the contiguous states was $30.7 million, of
which 91.4 percent was produced in Federal states, and 8.6 percent was produced in Confederate states. When set against the
benchmark of the respective shares of the total population (the
Federals 62.8 percent and the Confederates 37.2 percent), this
data shows that the Confederates had a substantially smaller
manufacturing capacity than did the Federals. While not all
manufacturing capacity could be converted to war production, and while both the Federals and the Confederates relied
upon imports to equip their Armies, the Confederacy was at a
clear disadvantage.
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While the military advantage implied by the magnitude
of these differences in population and manufacturing capacity seems overwhelming, it diminishes in light of the different Federal and Confederate conditions of victory. The
Confederates could not remedy the disparity in population.
By the battle of Bull Run, both Armies were roughly the same
size. Afterwards, both Armies grew, although the Federal
Army grew at a faster rate until it was significantly larger. Yet
for much of the war, the Federals were unable to capitalize on
their larger size, and this failure confirmed the view of many
informed contemporary observers that the Federals could not
restore the Union. Unlike the difference in population, the
Confederates could address the disparity in industrial capacity. Before the war, the southern states had obtained most of
their goods from the northern states, both domestic manufactures and imports. The war cut off this commerce (apart
from smuggling, which persisted throughout the war), but the
Confederates could continue to import goods from overseas so
long as they had the ability to pay and their ports remained
open. Although the Federal Armies were better supplied, the
Confederates generally had adequate amounts of arms and
munitions and were said never to have lost a battle due to lack
of supply. (By comparison, the Confederate commissary performed poorly throughout the war, which increased the hardships felt in the Confederate ranks, especially in the east.)
Several important crops grew predominantly or exclusively
in southern states, cotton being the foremost among these.
During the 18th century, Britain developed machines for spinning cotton fibers into thread and weaving cotton cloth, which
reduced the cost of cotton cloth, thereby increasing both

consumer demand for cloth and industrial demand for raw cotton. Britain was the world’s largest supplier of cotton cloth, and
in 1860 about 80 percent of the raw cotton imported by Britain
came from the United States, essentially all of it grown in the
Confederate states. Cotton represented about half of the value
of all exports from the United States. Cotton and the other
principal crops of the Confederate states—rice, sugar, tobacco
and naval stores (products made from pine sap)—provided the
means to purchase the arms, munitions and other supplies that
the Confederates needed to wage their war. Thus, the war in
southern coastal waters determined the extent to which the
Confederates could finance the war and acquire the arms and
goods they needed to fight.
Only in the creation of a Navy and ironclad vessels did
the Federals’ greater industrial capacity translate itself into a
clear military advantage. The Confederates never succeeded
in offsetting the Federal naval power with their own Navy or
alternative weapons, and Confederate shore defenses seldom
withstood the force that the Federals could bring to bear.
The combination of the war, the Federals’ declared blockade
of the Confederate states and the Confederates’ near monopoly
in cotton fiber created profit opportunities for those with the
capital and the daring to seize them. First, the blockade threatened to curtail the supply of American cotton to European
mills, which increased the price of raw cotton in Europe.
Second, the Confederates needed munitions to wage their war
and had only a limited capacity to produce them domestically.
Accordingly, so long as the blockade remained in place, munitions could be expected to command a premium price in the
Confederacy. Third, aside from food, the Confederate states
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produced only a small portion of the manufactured goods they
consumed. The war and the blockade threatened to interfere
with importing goods into the Confederacy, which meant that
the prices of all imports would rise and increase the profit of
the sellers who brought them through the blockade.
Smuggling or trading through the lines that persisted
throughout the Civil War offset to some extent the effects of
the blockade. Although trading through the lines remained
controversial, President Lincoln and some other highly placed
persons in the Federal government condoned it. Northern
goods nominally sold for export to neutral nations also reached
the Confederates through the blockade, and while Federal
officials took some steps to curb the more obvious abuses, such
actions were not always effective.

In theory, a blockade runner could anchor at any point off the
Confederate coast and put its cargo ashore in small boats. The
weather or a Federal blockader could interrupt landing the
cargo. Unless a railroad connection was near at hand, a cargo
landed at a remote point lost much of its value as a result of the
expense of transporting it overland to the place where it was
wanted. Moreover, the wartime demand for manpower, iron and
other resources crippled the Confederate ability to construct
additional miles of railroad track, and the wear upon railroad
track and equipment, coupled with the inability to procure
repairs or replacement, reduced both the number of railroads
that remained in operation and the carrying capacity as well as
the speed of those railroads that continued to function.

The Confederate coast—which was over 3,500 miles long
and possessed 189 harbors, inlets and bays—appeared to provide
many potential destinations for blockade running. As a practical matter, only a handful of locations satisfied the several
requirements for being a suitable destination for blockade running in the 1860s. First, the destination needed to be a harbor
that was protected from the weather and waters of the ocean.
Second, the harbor needed to be of sufficient size and depth
to accommodate the number and types of vessels that ran the
blockade. A smaller and shallower harbor limited the number
and size of vessels capable of using it. Third, the harbor needed
to be defended against Federal attacks from water and land. As
a part of its defense plans in the decades before the Civil War,
the United States government had built stone and masonry forts
to protect its principal harbors. The Confederates took over
most of these forts in their states and built additional defenses
as their resources permitted. Fourth, it needed wharves and
warehouses to facilitate the loading, unloading and transfer
of cargoes. Fifth, it needed transportation to points inland
to move cargoes to and from the harbor. Transport between
points on the coast was less expensive by water, and most of it
was powered by wind rather than steam, but the blockade suppressed most of this coasting traffic. Railroads were the most
efficient means of overland transport in the 1860s, but, over any
distance away from the railroad, horse-drawn wagons were the
principal alternative.
In addition, the harbor needed a sufficiently large community of pilots to navigate arriving and departing vessels.
Southern ports tended to be shallow, and the sandbar erected
and maintained by tidal action before the entrance to most
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harbors—referred to as “the bar”—made access more difficult,
although channels through the bar enabled deep draft ships to
pass. The deepest channel into Charleston was the Main Ship
Channel that was 12 feet deep at the ebb tide and 17 to 18 feet
deep at the flood tide—it had been dredged in the years just
before the war. The locations of channels tended to be stable,
although they could shift over time, but the banks and shoals
along the channels were more changeable and made a pilot’s
intimate knowledge of the channels valuable. Ships bound for
Charleston regularly took on a licensed pilot before crossing
the bar as a matter of prudence. By contrast, the water over the
bar before New York City was 21 feet deep at ebb tide, but the
law required larger vessels entering and leaving New York to
have pilots.
The causation was circular: aside from the physical attributes of the place, the importance of certain harbors created the
need for amenities that made it an attractive destination—such
as defenses, wharves, warehouses and pilots—and the existence
of these amenities made the harbor a more attractive destination. During the war, only two of the lesser southern harbors
saw a substantial amount of blockade running. Import data for
1860 suggest that southern harbors were insubstantial. New
York City had the largest share of imports with 64.5 percent of
the total, and New Orleans was a distant second with only 6.3
percent. Export data indicate that the southern ports varied but
were active. As Table 1-1 shows, New York City had the largest
share of exports with New Orleans a close second. The next
three largest were also southern. Together those four southern
ports accounted for about half the total value of exports from
the United States in 1860. About 90 percent or more of the value

of the 1860 exports from each of those four southern ports consisted of cotton, and they shipped about 90 percent of the cotton
exported from the United States. Table 1-2 shows the amount of
cotton that passed through the four main southern ports during
1860. The numbers indicate that each of these places possessed a
substantial capacity to handle cargoes.
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TABLE 1-1: PE RCE N T OF E X PORT S

New York City

32.2%

New Orleans

28.9%

Mobile

10.4%

Charleston

5.7%

Savannah

4.9%

Boston

3.6%

Source: Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, Transmitting a Report from the Register of the
Treasury for Commerce and Navigation for the Year Ending June 30, 1860 at 350–351.

TABLE 1-2: 1860 COT TON EXPORTS IN MILLIONS OF POUNDS

New Orleans

1,835

Mobile

655

Charleston

345

Savannah

300

Source: Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, Transmitting a Report from the Register of the
Treasury for Commerce and Navigation for the Year Ending June 30, 1860 at 316-317.

Peacetime patterns of trade determined the major cotton
ports in the states that would form the Confederacy, but the
pressures of war closed ports or diverted blockade runners to
less well-defended destinations, thus raising the importance of
other ports that had enjoyed less traffic before the war. These
included Wilmington, North Carolina; St. Marks, Florida; and
Galveston, Texas.
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Principal and secondary harbors may not have had a monopoly on the blockade-running traffic. Blockade-running vessels
may have gone to smaller, seldom-used harbors to pick up a
cargo of cotton, either from the stores of a nearby cotton plantation or a supply assembled for the purpose of a transaction.
Smaller vessels, including some purpose-built steamers with
shallow drafts, were suited to such voyages. Unlike a visit to a
well-trafficked port where the blockade runner would expect
to find cotton, a visit to a less well-trafficked destination would
be worthwhile only with the knowledge that an ample supply
of cotton would be available there, which required that the
fact be communicated in advance. The isolated nature of these
less well-trafficked destinations would have made them more
attractive to blockade runners because of the reduced Federal
presence—with most of the blockaders at the major ports, perhaps only an occasional patrol would pass by. Also, later in the
war the Confederate government passed laws and promulgated
regulations to restrict inbound traffic to necessities, to reserve a
portion of the inbound and outbound cargoes for government
use, and to bind the blockade runners economically to keep
them in the blockade running business. Under these circumstances, blockade runners might choose to use a less-trafficked
destination to trade more freely and reap fuller profits. In an
isolated backwater, no government agent would be around to
enforce the law.
Just as a well-defended harbor provided a place of refuge
for the blockade runner, so too did international borders: the
rules of international law prohibited a blockader from stopping
or capturing a blockade runner in the territorial waters of a
neutral nation. The foreign possessions off the American coast

provided sanctuaries for vessels preparing to run the blockade.
Mexico—especially Matamoras, across the Rio Grande from
Brownsville, Texas—provided a putatively neutral destination
that was relatively secure from interference by Federal blockaders so long as the Confederates did not own the inbound
and outbound cargoes. And the trade flourished accordingly:
Matamoras lacked a harbor, but cargoes moved between ship
and shore on lighters. In 1863 the commander of the West Gulf
Blockading Squadron reported that, whereas half a dozen vessels might have called at Matamoras during the year before the
war, at present 180 to 200 vessels were waiting to discharge or
take on cargo.
Mexico was not an anomaly in the Civil War but a symptom of what made the war on land different from the war in the
littoral and the oceans beyond. With the exception of Mexico,
foreign nations did not figure directly in the calculations of any
field commander, whereas foreign nations and foreign nationals figured large in the calculations of most every Federal officer serving on coastal waters and beyond. They encountered
foreign warships, merchant vessels flying foreign colors, and
foreign nationals attempting to conduct commerce with the
Confederates in spite of the Federal blockade. An encounter
with any of these could run afoul of the rights and obligations
accorded to belligerents and neutrals and thereby had the
potential to escalate into hostilities or a foreign war that would
be detrimental to the Federal effort in the Civil War. (Mexico
was different because it was an increasingly important source
of supply to the Confederates west of the Mississippi, which
Federal land forces took steps to interdict. Federal commanders in Texas were also mindful of the French forces that had
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invaded Mexico in 1862, overthrown the constitutional republic
and supported the regime of an emperor.)
One such hostile contact occurred when the Federal cruiser
San Jacinto stopped the British mail packet Trent and arrested
two Confederate diplomats on their way to Europe. Britain
threatened war if the diplomats were not released, and the
Lincoln government relented. War tensions between Britain
and the United States also rose as the Confederates contracted
with private shipyards in Britain to build vessels to be used as
Confederate cruisers that captured and destroyed a number
of Federal merchant vessels. Canada at the time consisted of
British colonies, and several incidents involving Canadian
territorial waters and the Canadian border threatened war
between Britain and the United States—for example, one group
of Confederate sympathizers conducted a raid from Canada
into St. Albans, Vermont, while another group hijacked a commercial vessel in or near Federal coastal waters and sailed it to
Pubnico, Nova Scotia, where, on inland Canadian waters, pursuing Federal cruisers had a tense confrontation with British
authorities. And, as mentioned above, the distraction to both
Federals and Confederates caused by the Civil War created an
opportunity for France to involve itself in the affairs of Mexico.
The international was a volatile element that infused all of the
campaign for the Confederate coast.
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2. Evolving Tools of War

T

he tools of war undergo periodic change. New developments initially supplement technologies that are in use
and replace them only eventually. As a result, any consideration
of what technologies existed at a given point in time necessarily
involves a look at what was already in use and what had just come
into being. In terms of the war along the Confederate coast, for
example, in addition to thinking about the ironclad, turreted
steam-powered vessels like the Monitor and her numerous sisters, we need to be aware that wooden ships, some driven by
steam and some driven only by the wind, also remained in
use. The technological changes—some decades old and some
very recent—that worked themselves upon warships made
them a world apart from the vessels that had dominated the
age of fighting sail. By contrast, although some technological
changes had the potential of altering the coastal combat environment, with one exception, it remained largely unchanged.
The exception, the use of spotlights for nighttime operations,
was not carried to its logical extension in the blockade itself.
Inasmuch as early-21st-century littoral combat environment
19

n this highly informative book, readers will learn the story of
blockade running from a nuanced, all-points-of-view perspective.
Without recounting hundreds of encounters between pro-Confederate
blockade runners and Federal blockading forces, it traces the ebb
and flow of events as the U.S. Navy, blockade runners, and foreign
governments (primarily the British) all pressed for advantage.

I

The single best survey of the conflict for the Confederacy’s coastlines on offer, and
its conclusions will surprise both the skeptics and the advocates of the blockade’s
effectiveness.
—Allen C. Guelzo, Princeton University, author of Gettysburg: The Last Invasion
Gil Hahn presents a strong argument for the centrality of this blockade war in
determining the fate of the Confederacy, and the nation.
—William C. Davis, author of The Greatest Fury:
The Battle of New Orleans and the Rebirth of America
This important new study of the Civil War demonstrates that while blockade
running was indeed the “lifeline of the Confederacy,” the Union blockade and the
capture of Confederate ports choked that lifeline to a small fragment of the South’s
needed seaborne commerce and played a key role in eventual Northern victory.
—James M. McPherson, author of War on the Waters:
The Union and Confederate Navies, 1861-1865
I highly recommend Gil Hahn’s book to anyone looking to understand the big
picture of American Civil War naval operations.
—Lucas Clawson, Hagley Historian
This succinct yet comprehensive volume deserves a place on the bookshelf of every
Civil War enthusiast.
—William W. Bergen, Independent Civil War scholar
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